Trends in surgical treatment of breast cancer at an urban teaching hospital: a six-year review.
The treatment of breast cancer at an urban teaching hospital from 1990 to 1995 was analyzed according to age, stage, race, and funding status. Two hundred thirty-eight patients (mean age, 55 years) with newly diagnosed breast cancers were retrospectively identified and reviewed. A larger proportion of all funded patients (F; n = 131) presented with early-stage cancers (ductal carcinoma in situ, stage I) compared to nonfunded (NF, n = 107) (41 vs 25%; P = 0.03). Additionally, there was an increasing rate of early cancers occurring in F over the study interval (40% in 1990 to 69% in 1995), but there was no such increase in NF. There was an increasing trend in the overall use of breast conservation therapy (BCT) over this interval (11.6% of all cancers in 1990, 50.8% in 1994 and 1995). Although F were overall more likely to undergo BCT than NF (40% vs 29%, P = 0.04), there was no statistical difference in the use of BCT for nonadvanced (ductal carcinoma in situ, stage I and II) cancers (44% of F, 46% of NF). Age did not affect the overall use of BCT (36% of patients 55 or older, 35% younger than 55). Mean age was significantly greater in F than in NF (60 vs 49, P < 0.000001), but racial composition did not differ between these two groups. In conclusion, funded status of our patients corresponded with earlier diagnosis, perhaps due to better access to screening. Additionally, neither funding status nor age affected the use of BCT in our patients with nonadvanced cancers. Our rate of BCT far exceeds that seen nationally, perhaps reflecting a trend at academic institutions.